Although I gathered the snippets above, about outlining and drafting, from writingcentre websites in Canada, they doubtless do not stand for the broad character of knowledge housed in, produced by, and used in writing centres in Canada. Yet even if we do find that the student-essay is generally regarded sceptically rather than naively, we still have to say that, nevertheless, all writing centres are to some extent caught behind the screen of classroom genres, separated from the genre networks of research cultures.
This a feature of the writing-centre predicament, as are the shelves overstocked with commonplaces about student writing.
What should or could the genre focus be? How might a horizon of discourse studies be established for Canadian writing centres? If I were a writing centre administrator, I
would go carefully to avoid the hazards of the writing-centre predicament. I would avoid idealising the genre of the student/consultant interaction. I would keep track of what the writing centre says about student genres: seemingly harmless commonplaces about thesis statements and outlines could cost the writing centre in the long run. I would invest instead in study of those genres, so that the findings would qualify writing-centre faculty as specialists in curricular reform and in significant rather than only technical innovation. I would steer towards the genres and meta-genres (Giltrow 2002) of the research disciplines and the study of disciplinarity itself, to cultivate historical and sociopolitical knowledge of the disciplines and their ways of incorporating new generations into the body of knowledge. I would decline invitations to participate in sessions on tipsfor-writing, whether face-to-face or mediated.
All this said, I know still that even careful navigation might not ensure the safe passage of the writing centre.
